Network dilation is a way of o ering system families, at a range of sizes and computational powers, which share an underlying communication architecture and routing algorithm. We consider indirect networks that connect processing nodes via intermediate switch nodes. In the simplest such indirect networks, there is a switching network of some regular topology, where each switch is connected to d other switches and to exactly one processing node. A variant, which we adopt here because it is more robust in the sense of not losing any processing capability to single-switch failures, is the use of 2-port processing nodes that connect to two neighboring switches. This alternate architecture also has the advantage of increasing the number of processing nodes from n to (d=2)n with a factorof-2 increase in internode distances. A k-dilated version of the latter architecture replaces each processing node with a path network (linear array) of length k, thus growing the network size to k(d=2)n and also further increasing internode distances. In this paper, we study topological and performance attributes of such dilated network architectures, proving general theorems about worst-case and average internode distances and deriving the routing algorithm from that of the underlying switch network.
Introduction
The list of proposed interconnection architectures in parallel and distributed systems is rather extensive, as noted by Duato et al. [1] , Haddadi et al. [2] , Parhami [3] , and Xu [4] . Liszka et al. [5] have observed that comparing such networks with respect to their suitability for a particular application domain is quite challenging, given the multitude of static attributes (diameter, average distance, bisection width, VLSI layout area) and dynamic properties (routing algorithms, deadlock prevention, tra c balance, fault tolerance) that must be taken into consideration. Thus, introduction of new interconnection networks, while enriching the repertoire of parallel computer designers, also adds to the selection di culty.
Interconnection networks can be direct (switches and routers are built into processing nodes) or indirect (a separate switch network connects the processing nodes), with the latter type being more readily scalable and thus preferred in modern parallel computing implementations. The optimal interconnection network depends on the volume of data exchange, expected interchange patterns, and, of course, system size. Given that parallel processors are built in a range of sizes constituting system families, it is unreasonable to expect each member of the family to have a separately optimized network that is incompatible with those of other members. Among other di culties, such an approach will lead to the need of di erent routing and computational algorithms for each member of the system family.
In this paper, we propose a scheme based on path dilation for expanding the system size, in terms of the number of processing nodes, within a broad range, while keeping the same underlying switchingnode structure and switch network architecture. This approach allows all members of a computer family to share their communication scheme within a range of system sizes and computational capabilities. After presenting the general method in Section 2, we prove some theoretical results about static and dynamic network attributes in Sections 3 and 4. Variations and extensions are considered in Section 5. The paper is concluded in Section 6.
Switch-network architectures and dilated networks
We focus on indirect networks consisting of a separate switch network and a rule for connecting the switches to processing nodes. We use the switch-network architectures depicted in Figure 1 as the bases for our running examples. The network in Figure 1 (a) is an 8-node hypercube built of degree-3 switches. The hypercube (Hayes and Mudge [6] ) is a well-studied network and has many interesting theoretical and practical attributes that can make routing and other aspects of application development fairly simple. Our second network, shown in Figure 1 (b), is derived from K 4 , the 4-node complete graph, via the replacement of each node with a cycle of length 3 and assigning each of the original links of that node to one of the nodes in the cycle. This is the same idea that is used in deriving the cube-connected-cycles architecture of Preparata and Vuillemin [7] from the hypercube, but applied to K 4 . The most straightforward way of connecting processing nodes to switches is to dedicate one of the ports of each switch for this purpose, using it to link the switch to an associated processing node, as depicted in With this scheme, an n-node switch network will produce an n-processor parallel system. If the switch network basis has node degree d, diameter D, and average internode distance , the corresponding parameters for the parallel system will be d + 1 (for switches, given that processing nodes are all degree-1), D + 2, and + 2. Similarly, if the switch network is -connected, the resulting architecture will have the same robustness attribute.
A second scheme, which may be preferred due to its robustness, in the sense of a single switch node failure not isolating a node, is depicted in Figure 3 , where (d=2)n processors connect switch nodes that were linked directly in the base architectures of Figure 1. In this scheme, switch nodes remain of degree d, but the interprocessor diameter and average distance become 2D + 2 and 2 + 2, respectively. We will take the architectures of Figure 3 as our bases and use the technique of dilation to expand the size, deriving the relevant system parameters in the process.
Dilation means that we string k processors, instead of placing just 1, on the link between two switches. We call the resulting interconnection scheme k-dilated, where the base case of no dilation (or, more accurately, 1-dilation) is represented by Figure 3 . Two examples, 3-dialated hypercube-based architecture and 2-dilated K 4 -connected-cycles, are shown in Figure 4 . Regardless of the value of the dilation parameter k, the switch structure and switch network architecture remain the same, thus allowing the same network to be used for systems of varying sizes. Congestion in the switches is, of course, an issue of concern that we will address later.
For now, we note that the interprocessor diameter and average distance will increase by a factor that is a function of k (more on the relationship later). Thus, this scheme cannot be used for growing the system size inde nitely, as the performance penalty may become unacceptable for very large number k(d=2)n of processing nodes. However, we can envisage growth within a predetermined range for which the architecture has been assessed and ne-tuned. We note in passing here that despite k-dilated paths, the performance penalty is expected to be much less than a factor of k. One reason is that the processors relaying messages make no routing decisions. A processing node takes away a message that is addressed to it and simply forwards all other messages. Pipelined routing through processors leads to very high performance. A second mitigating factor is that the network's aggregate bandwidth grows with an increase in k.
Static attributes of dilated networks
As already stated, node degrees do not change with the dilation parameter k. Switch nodes remain of degree d and processor nodes of degree 2, regardless of the network size or total number k(d=2)n of processors. A trivial upper bound on the network diameter is (k + 1)(D s + 1), where D s is the switch network diameter. This is because the length of each of the D s hops between switch nodes is multiplied by k + 1 and the initial distance to the rst switch node plus distance from the nal switch node to the destination processor is no more than k+1. We will prove a tighter upper bound shortly. Similarly, (k + 1)( s + 1=2) is a trivial upper bound on the average internode distance, where s is the average distance of the switch network. Proof. Referring to Figure 5 , a shortest path from source/beginning node B rst goes to one of the two switch nodes U B or V B ; then, it follows a dilated path along the shortest path of the switch network to U E or V E on the two ends of the edge containing the destination/end node E, and from there to E. We rst note that, in the worst case, all four
diametral in the switch network. This is seen in the example of Figure 1(b) , where each of the two nodes on the upper left is 3 hops away from each of the two nodes on the lower right. In this case, the shortest path from B to E goes through the closer of U B and V B to B and the closer of U E and V E to E. For k even, the total distance then becomes (k + 1)D S + k and for k odd, it becomes (k + 1)D S + k 1. In the general case, when U B ! U E , say, is diametral but the other three paths (
, may or may not be diametral, we note that U B ! V E and V B ! U E will be no more than 1 hop shorter and V B ! V E is no more than 2 hops shorter. In fact, the hypercube example of Figure 1 (a) demonstrates that the V B ! V E path may also be diametral, even when U B ! V E and V B ! U E are not. When the latter two paths are one hop shorter, the shortest distance from B to E corresponds to one of the following 4 paths: 
Clearly, P 2 is always shorter than P 1 and P 3 is always shorter than P 4 . Thus, we need only to consider P 2 and P 3 in determining the shortest path. P 2 is shorter than P 3 when x < y and P 3 is shorter than P 2 when x > y. Each of the two paths has its worst-case length of (k + 1)D s for x = y. Thus, a lower bound on network diameter is (k + 1)D s . The upper bound is achieved for networks, such as Figure 1(b) , where all 4 paths considered above are diametral in the switch network and k is even. The lower bound is achieved for all values of k in cases where a diametral path in the switch network becomes non-diametral upon changing the source node to a neighboring node of the original source or the destination node to a neighboring node of the original destination.
We next focus on the average internode distance. Let the average internode distance of the switch network be s . The average internode distance of the corresponding k-dilated network will be more than (k + 1) s by an amount that represents the average length of the initial path from the beginning node B to a switch node, plus the average of the path length from the nal switch node to the ending node E. Theorem 2. The average internode distance of a kdilated network based on a switch network with average internode hop distance s is = (k + 1) s + k=2 + 1 + (kmod2)=(2k).
Proof. Depending on the evenness or oddness of k, the average lengths of the initial and nal path segments will be: Proof. When k is even, any bisection of the switch network leads to a bisection of the dilated network by placing the original edge cut between the two middle processors on each edge. When k is odd, we place the cut alternately on one side or the other side of the center processor on each edge. This leads to perfect halving when the number e = nd=2 of edges in the switch network is even. Note that both n and d cannot be odd in a regular network, so nd=2 is always an integer. If both k and e are odd, the total number ke of processors is also odd and perfect halving becomes impossible. By alternating the cuts for e 1 of the edges as before and cutting the last edge on either side of the center node, we get a partition into (ek 1)=2 and (ek+1)=2 nodes, forming a bisection (by de nition in the case of an odd number of nodes).
Dynamic attributes of dilated networks
The bisection-width equality B = B s can limit scalability, as random communication patterns grow in their required bandwidth with an increase in k, often superlinearly. However, in application domains where communication tends to be mostly local, it is the average aggregate bandwidth and not the bisection (band)width that is important.
Assuming that the bandwidth of each port is b, regardless of whether the port belongs to a switch or a processing node, the network's aggregate bandwidth (the maximum data volume that can be in transit at any given time) is (k + 1)ndb, if the parameter b denotes bandwidth in each direction of a full-duplex link. With half-duplex links, the aggregate bandwidth is (k + 1)ndb=2. This bandwidth is more scalable than B, as it grows linearly with the number knd=2 of nodes. The required aggregate bandwidth is often a superlinear function of the number of nodes, but in many practical interconnection networks, such as mesh, torus, and any other xed-degree network, the linear aggregate bandwidth growth is something we accept and deal with. Any network tra c through the processors of a dilated network can be e ciently pipelined, as messages or its follow one another in an orderly fashion, with no con icts ever arising between switch nodes.
Fair comparison of aggregate bandwidth between di erent networks dictates that we divide the gure derived above by the average internode distance. This is because each message will use up more of the bandwidth when the routing distance is greater. Approximating the average internode distance of Theorem 2 for our dilated network by (k+1) s , we get the bandwidth scalability ratio of about ndb= s . If the same number knd=2 of nodes are interconnected as a square 2D torus of side length (knd=2) 1=2 , the pertinent bandwidth scalability ratio will be 4(knd=2)b=[(knd=2) 1=2 =2] = 8(knd=2) 1=2 b, where the square-bracketed term in the denominator is the average internode distance for a square 2D torus and the initial constant 4 is the node degree of a 2D torus. A hypercube with the same number knd=2 of nodes will have a bandwidth scalability ratio of kndb=2, when the logarithmic node degree and average internode distance are factored in. Therefore, with appropriate choice of a switch network having an associated s parameter, a dilated network can perform better than a torus, but likely worse than a hypercube, which has a signi cantly greater cost and much lower physical scalability. Even a torus, with its degree-4 nodes is likely more expensive than a dilated network of the same size.
The conclusions above must be con rmed with simulation studies on reasonably chosen con gurations of dilated and ordinary networks, which we have not yet performed. We have reasons to believe, however, that dilated networks will inherit many desirable performance attributes from their underlying switch networks. For example, the dilation process preserves network edge-Hamiltonicity. Therefore, for adaptive routing algorithms that rely on a vertex-Hamiltonian or edge-Hamiltonian path for deadlock avoidance or recovery, no additional e ort will be needed when the chosen switch network is vertex-or edge-Hamiltonian. We are in the process of proving that the switch network being a Cayley graph leads to the dilated network also being a Cayley graph. Cayley graphs possess many desirable symmetry and robustness attributes, and are believed to be Hamiltonian in all cases, so proving this property would be quite helpful in ensuring good performance and reliability.
Issues such as deadlock, adaptive routing (to avoid congested routes or for fault tolerance), and the like are also readily addressed as in the original routing algorithm, with no modi cation. This ability to use a single routing scheme for a family of networks of various sizes is an important advantage of our dilated networks. Despite the observation by Duato [8] that many commercial parallel computers forego the use of adaptive routing algorithms due to their complexities and subtle implementation challenges, it is important that support mechanisms be made available in the architecture to allow adaptive routing when needed.
With processing nodes of degree 2, the maximum connectivity that we can hope for is 2. This maximum connectivity can be achieved with nearly any switching network. All that is needed is for the two of the four paths depicted in Figure 5 that have di erent end points to be node-disjoint. This property is o ered by many di erent networks.
A key advantage of dilated networks is the direct transfer of a routing algorithm for the switch network to the overall network, with di erent values of the dilation parameter k. If the algorithm used is optimal (shortest-path) in the switch network, then the resulting algorithm for the dilated network will also be optimal. The only addition to the switch-network routing algorithm is a decision process to choose in which direction to leave B on the dilated path to get to a switch node (U B or V B in Figure 5 ) and which of the two switch nodes U E and V E of Figure 5 to use before arriving at E via the associated dilated path.
A simple decision process to always target the nearest switch node works ne, but is slightly suboptimal in some cases. Because a shorter path within the switch network is always advantageous, regardless of the distance from the potential intermediate destinations U E and V E to E, as evident from the paths considered in the proof of Theorem 1, we only need to keep a bit vector at every source processor that indicates the direction to take for each possible destination. Such a table is easily compiled and takes a nominal amount of space. Once at a switch node, the message will be sent on the outgoing link dictated by the routing algorithm of the switch network, and the route from U E or V E to E is forced (requires no decision).
Variations and extensions
Our work can be extended and generalized in many di erent directions. For example, one can use half of the switch ports to make a switch network and the other half for connecting switches to strings of processors ( Figure 6 ). Switch node degree doubles as a result, if we want to accommodate the same number of nodes with the same dilation factor, but the network diameter becomes O(k + D), instead of O(kD), which represents a big improvement.
Of course, one should pay close attention to the trade-o between cost and performance as well as coste ectiveness. For example, when we use only half of the links for placing the processors, we need to place twice as many processors there to end up with the same total network size. The switch network diameter also changes to D 0 > D when we have half as many links for linking switches together. Therefore, the fair diameter comparison is between 2k + D 0 versus k + D. And this is not all! The aggregate network bandwidth and bandwidth scalability factor, and thus expected routing con icts and delays, will also be di erent. These are challenging problems to be addressed by future research.
Further extending from our basic con guration discussed here, we can view our network family as comprised of n switch nodes with a total of dn ports, plus various con gurations of processor nodes that connect to (a subset of) these ports. In our basic dilated arrangement, switches are not connected to each other, except via strings of processors. In the superimposed architecture of Figure 6 , half of the switch ports are connected to each other directly and the other half are linked via strings of processors. Continuing the trend of Figure 6 , we can go to the near extreme case where each switch node has only one port available for connection to processing nodes. However, instead of connecting that one port to a single processor, as in the conventional arrangement of Figure 2 , we can pool the n free ports together and connect them, for example, to the n free ports of an n 2 -node swapped/OTIS [9, 10] network. In this way, we have two separate networks linked to each other: a direct processor network and a switch network. Finding the best cross-connection architecture, static parameters, and e cient routing algorithms for such composite networks appears to be a challenging problem.
Still another variation is when exactly two ports of each switch are connected to processing nodes in a dilated con guration. These two ports can be chosen to belong to a Hamiltonian path in the switch network, as depicted in Figure 7 . In fact, this particular variation has already been tried by Xiao et al [11] and has been shown to lead to excellent results. These networks are coset graphs and can often be made into Cayley graphs [12] , with their desirable properties. 
Conclusion
The design of interconnection networks for parallel processing has a rich history and many basic choices and attendant variations have emerged over time, as noted by Haddadi et al. [2] and Liszka et al. [5] . In recent years, proposals for data-center networks have emerged, which, while sharing some of the same attributes and performance parameters as interconnection networks for parallel processing, lead to di erent optimal designs due to the speci c communication tra c that they face. In particular, energy e ciency is a major criterion in data centers due to their scale [13, 14] .
We believe that the criteria for choosing good switch networks that would allow e cient use of the dilation method in building families of parallel computers may turn out to be di erent from the criteria used for existing direct and indirect parallel-processing networks as well as from data-center networks. Future work must be directed toward identifying network features that bear greater relevance to the overall network e ciency, performance, and robustness, when used with dilation.
We have already discussed some possible directions for further research in Section 4. Designing dilated networks is comprised of the two tasks of choosing a switch network and an associated range [k min ; k max ] of the dilation parameter k. The same overall system sizes can be achieved by a small, dense switch network with large dilations, or by a large, sparse switch network with smaller dilation values. A clear trade-o exists here that must be studied.
As for any other family of designs, the xed features of the system that are at the heart of the family's compatibility and common capabilities will be optimized for neither the low end nor the high end of the system size. Any reasonable compromise choice will represent an overkill for smaller system sizes and potentially bottleneck-inducing at the higher end. Thus, detailed studies are needed for choosing the architecture and its associated parameters, given a desired system size range [N min ; N max ].
